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"I've Done My Work"

Charming Sentiment in the Poem by
Dr. George W. Caldwell
Wonderfully Appropriate Music by
CARRIE JACOBS-BOND

I've done my work,
I've sung my song,
I've done some good,
I've done some wrong.
But I shall go where
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A Little Bit o' Honey

Words by
W. G. WILSON

Music by
CARRIE JACOBS-BOND

Moderato expressivo

You're ma lit-tle black ba-by wid a
You're de on-lies' lit-tle dar-lin' in de
turned up nose, An' a lit-tle bunch o' wool up-on yo'
whole roun' world, An' you's got yo' lit-tle fin-gels on ma
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You've got dimples in yo' elbow an' heart,
You're a little bit o' woolly headed,

You've got wrinkles in yo' toes,
And a mouth luk a watermelon
Brown eyed gal! But I've alwys long-in' for when we're a-

You're ma sweet, sweet pert-tater, you're ma
For I don't know what I'd do if it

p a tempo
"THROUGH THE YEARS"

A splendid Song by
Carrie Jacobs-Bond
Composer of "A Perfect Day," and many other
wonderful Songs
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"The Hand of You"
Another of
CARRIE JACOBS-BOND'S
GEMS

Sometomes when shadows
cross my path, as shadows
sometimes do.
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